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Ontario DqMutment of Agriculture

FRUIT BRANCH.

Bee-Keeping in Ontario

ARRANGED BY MORLEY PETTIT, PROVINCIAL APIARIST.

The information contained in this report has been taken from
answers to questions sent out in a circular, dated May isth, 1910, to
our mailing list of bee-keepers in Ontario. This list is by no means com-
plete ; but it is being added to from time to time as names come in from
various sources. We hope that bee-kvtpers who may not have received
blanks for report in May will send their names to this department asking
that they be added to the mailing list. For this purpose one who has
only one hive of bees is quite as much a bee-keeper as one who has a
hundred hives.

Report blanks were sent to two thousand one hundred and seventy-
five bee-keepers. Reports were received from four hundred and eighty-
eight. Seventy-eight per cent, of those who received blanks did not take
the trouble to fill them out. The result is that the status of bee-keeping
can be only very roughly estimated. While we have inadvertently failed
to send blanks to some of the most extensive bee-keepers owing to the
incompleteness of our lists, and a reorganizing of this part of the work,
the value of this report is much less than it would be if the rank and
file of the bee-keepers would take the trouble to supply a little information
when requested.

The counties which have local associations have almost invariably
sent in the most and best reports, showing the value of the spring meet^
ings in arousing interest.

The information obtained with reference to local soil and drainage
conditions will not be given in this report. It is being reserved until
fuller information can be secured, when a special bulletin will likely be
prepared. The relation between the nature of soil and the honey pro-
duced by plants growing on it is very marked, and presents a problem for
careful research.

The summer honey plants reported are uniformly white and alsike
clover. Basswood is reported from many of the counties although it does
not form the staple source of nectar that it did some years ago. Rasp-
berry bloom is reported as a honey plant in the counties of Bruce, Mu«-



koka. Glengarry, Perth, Prescott, Renfrew, and York Alfalfa is being
introduced into many of the counties, but its value : honey plant in

Ontario is very problematical. It does not seem to yield nectar to any
extent outside of the irrigated lands of the West Even if it did the
custom of cutting for hay when only one-tent!-, in bloom would practi-

cally destroy its value as a honey plant. Thistle bloom is one of the
ill winds of the careless fanner which blows the bee-keeper some good,
but improved methods of fanning are limiting this source—fortunately

for the general good. Withal, our most depcn(£ble source of white honey
is alsike. Where this is grown extensively for seed on a good stiff

clay, well-kept apiaries are practically certain to yield a splendid average
income from year to year.

The prospects for honey this season so far as the honey flora is con-
cerned are almost uniformly fair to good all over Ontario. The follow-
ing counties report prospects " Poor to Fair "

: Carleton. Dufferin, Dur-
ham, Essex, Grenville, Haldimand, Kent, Lennox, Middlesex. Muskoka,
Prescott, Simcoe, Stormont, Welland, Wentworth, York.

There is a variety of fall honey plants. Buckwheat, of course, is

the staple, and is growing in popularity from year to year. Next to it

is goldenrod, bcneset, and some aster. Second crop red clover yields

surplus gathered by some strains of Italian and Camiolan bees. Sweet
clover gives considerable surplus in some sections.

The total number of colonies reported for the fall of 1909 is 18445,
for June ist, 1910, it is 16,729. Roughly calculating from the percentage
of bee-keepers who sent reports, one would be well within the limit in

stating that there are 100,000 cok)nies of bees in Ontario this spring.

The average number of colonies owned by those who reported is 34.3
each, spring count. Bees have wintered very well. The 9.3 per cent, loss

given by those who have reported is quite light, as some of the most
extensive specialists count on an annual 10 per cent- loss in wintering.

Much or the winter loss is not definitely understood, owing to the
limitations of our actual knowledge of bee-nature. The reasons given
in the re^ "- loss of queens, late weak swarms, starvation, dysentery,
foul brc entilation of the hive or cellar, dampness in hive or
cellar, ! u v, robbing, mice, and that indefinite term "spring-
dwindlir '" r cases are covered by the term " winter killed," whidi
is quite i. .en though of uncertain definition. The whole wintering
problem is one of the most frequently stated " difficulties " in the reports.

The condition of bees is very similar all over Ontario. The very
warm weather early in March set up breeding and made the colonies
strong early in the spring, but very short of stores. This shortage of
supplies and the unfavorable weartier later cut down breeding, much
brood and even whole colonies starved, but not until in some cases a little

epidemic of swarming sent many premature swarms out to suffer or
starve in their new hives. Those who gave their bees one-quarter as

much attention as they would give other live stock fed them sugar syrup,

and will probably reap dollars fgr dimes in the clover hooey season. Ii\



m»ny eases it will take bees at least two weeks into the clover flow to
jStft ready for work.

The proportionate number wintered in cellars and outdoors varies
greatly with the tatitude. In all the southern and western counties out-
door wintering predominates, wiiile in the north and east cellars are more
popular. Some few repositories built above ground are used, but these
do not as a rule give as good satisfaction as the underground cellar well
darkened and ventilated. Bees were removed from cellars earlier than
usual this year because the excessive heat in March made it impossible
to keep them comfortably cool in the cellars This matter of mainuining
a proper temperature is one of the chief difficulties in ceHar wintering
A few warm days in March make it necessary to set the bees out, then
they suffer m their unprotected hives through weeks of bad weather
afterward. The only way to winter bees in the average cellar is to pack
** tJl!?*''

**'*'" warmly after setting them out. This the vast majority
of bee-keepers will not do. so we recommend packing them warmly on
their summer stands in October, for all except the more northerly
counties.

'

^yithout knowing what extenuating circumstances there may have
been in some cases, we would judge that many who wintered outdoors
unpacked their hives too early. There seems no reason why bees com-
fortably packed on their stands should be stripped and exposed to the
inclement weather of April and the first half of May. Packing cases
should be made so that a super could be put in the hive if necessary
before it is unpacked. In fact, many leave the hives in the winterin"
cases all summer. If the cases are individual this method has some
advantages, but where six or eight are in a case it is decidedly objection-
able, both from the standpoint of convenience of handling, and the dis-
tribution of disease which may be in the yard. Bee-keeping in some of
the best counties of Ontario is greatly hampered by men clinging to these
antiquated hives, when a single honey crop would more than pay for
convenient modem appliances.

Very little disease was reported. Men are not usually proud of its
presence in their apiaries, although the disgrace is not in findi.ig it present
but only in failing to seek to get rid of it. The Ontario Department of
Agriculture is spending $3,000 this year in a continuation of the fight
against Foul Brood. There are sixteen district inspectors in the fieW
and their reports show that there is plenty of work for them to do. All
suspected apiaries are being visited first, and any bee-keepers wishing to
clear up doubts as to the presence of this disease in their neighborhoods
should send word to the Department of Agriculture at an early date. It
is quite natural that those who send a special request for the services of
the inspector will be more apt to get them than those who do not.

The report on the races of bees shows f?.r too great a percentage of
black or German bees kept throughout the • rovince. While these beei«
have many good qualities Uiey are no better than the Italians in any
respect except possibly in the whiteness of capping on comb honey, and



Aey are a rare prey to the European Foul Brood which has swept so
disastrously over many parts of the United States and has done great
damage in some parts of Ontario. It is impossible to cure this dre^d
dimse so well in any except Italian bees. On this account, as well as for
otter reasons, we would urge strongly that all apiaries in Ontario be
Italianized as soon as possibte.

All kinds of hives are used, from the " bam " down through the list
ot the twelve-frame, ten-frame, eight-frame Langstroth, the Jones, Rich-
ardson. Gallup, Quinby, and home-made. Only one man was brave
enough to say he used box hives, and the number of combs, he said, was
Goodness knows how many I f'on't." After all. the kind of hive for

°!**J°
"*

l'
the kind he has the best success with, but when one is just

starting or is seeking uniformity of fixtures there seems nothing to gain
and much to lose by adopting a hive which is a little different from
everything under the sun.

The chief difficulties which bee-keepers have c.^r be summed up in
the two great problems of apiculture—swarm control and wintering. Inmany cases the trouble is summed up in the words of one man who said
his chief difficulty was to " get the old woman to watch for swarms."
The interest that is taken in this problem of swarm control is shown by
the fact that when the Department of Bee-keeping at the Ontario Agri-
cultural College sent out notices that instructions would be supplied to
all who cared to conduct an experiment in the control of swarming, more
thanthree hundred and twenty-five men and women from every county
of OnUno, and from other provinces from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
made application for the circular of instructions on this important subjectA great many stated that they had not time to give the bees attention

X "^/if*""
""'y ^^^ *^*™* ** *•>* same time as the heavy work on the

farm. The solution to this difficulty is to have plenty of store combs and
supers. Stack these on the hives from time to time as needed, and syste-
matically keep the bees busy and contented so they will not think ofwanUng to swarm, then neither the " old woman " nor the old man will

Jf
"^^^^ getting ^rms down from high trees, or seeing them go to

The wintering problem needs to be just as carefully studied. No
colony ever dies without a definite cause, which should be carefully sought
out and prevented next time. Plenty of good stores, good queens, warm
packing, shelter from winds, all these and many others are factors in
successful wintering. If the bees are always prepared for the hardest
kind of winter they will get through the easy ones all right.

Prospects are right for prices this year as the markets are bare and
honey has become a staple which dealers look for regulariy. Blanks will
soon be sent out by the Committee on crop reports and prices. It is to
be hoped they will meet with a hearty and prompt reply by all who
receive them.

The folk>wing reports are sv -nmarized directly from the statements
received:
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